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Managing Technology

Has 21st century technology made my business more effective and efficient?
Unemployment at a low – but pay and productivity no better
17 Sep 14 | Author Lindsey Kennedy | UK Business News

11 Business tasks we wish we had time for
All Business Experts weekly roundup, 27th September 2014

There is one question that we
feel really deserves an answer.
Why are we not achieving
greater productivity and
having sufficient time to do all
we would want?
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With the above articles delivered earlier this year by e-newsletters, and the
reality of operating in an increasingly tech-driven environment, there is one
question that we feel really deserves an answer. Why are we not achieving
greater productivity and having sufficient time to do all we would want?
With the potential of an improving economy and a more prosperous period
for businesses, any increase in efficiency and productivity will be a valuable
benefit for organisations to maximise returns.
Our “ever more connected” media channels are evidence enough of more
and faster communication. Apple’s latest phone launch clearly shows the
demand for mobile connectivity. Apps are available for seemingly anything,
purporting to make our business and private lives easier and more efficient.
Cloud solutions and improving hardware specs add to the options and
choices (or confusion) available.

Marketers perpetually remind us of the opportunities wasted by not embracing new developments and risking our
competitors rapidly forging ahead. Some 20 odd years ago business owners embraced the groundswell of advice to get a
website for fear of their businesses failing. How many rushed to have a site built but never really fathomed out what the
website would / should / could do for them or, perhaps more significantly, understand how they strategically incorporate this
new wonder-tool into their business?

The warning signs are evident that attempting to embrace all that is new in our world could, in fact, cause confusion rather
than anticipated improvement. For many SME’s, it’s not just in-house technical knowledge and rapidly draining battery life that
struggle to keep up but also the geographical variance of broadband speed that are sources of frustration that cannot be
ignored.
SME owners face pressure to commit to the digital world yet all too easily become seduced by individual solutions that may
appear ideal. The need to also invest time, finance, training and planning into fully understanding options and implications
must also be considered to be certain the desired end result will be realised and that its integration with other existing
business functions is assured.
So where does this leave us? Blissfully confused, eternally optimistic or fully confident?

One thing is certain – jumping on a trending bandwagon is risky
so consider asking yourself some fundamental questions at the
beginning:


Why are you considering changing what you do now?



What do you want to achieve from making any
changes?



What are my competitors doing?



What is the impact on the client if you make changes?



How will any changes impact on the existing business
operation?



What, if any, external support is required?



What is the impact on me/my staff?



Have we considered all possible options?



What new developments may appear in the next 12
months?



Do we have the right skills to make this work
effectively?



When is the best time to start?



What is the lead time to implement, test and finalise
our plans?



Have we checked our budget, cash flow and
profitability as a result of these changes?



How will I know if the changes are working as well as
they should?



How will we know our customers appreciate the
changes?



Who will manage and control the changes?



When and how will we review the effectiveness of our
changes?
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How many rushed to have a site built
but never really fathomed out what
the website would / should / could
do for them or, perhaps more
significantly, understand how they
strategically incorporate this new
wonder-tool into their business?

A simple route map describing the A to Z of what your business does and how it operates can be useful. Identify the various
contact points between you and your customer; think how those contact points are best managed and if new technologies and
approaches will be better suited than more traditional methods to achieve and support the desired results. Here’s an example:

In essence, unless you have a clear understanding of what you require as an end result, it will be difficult to establish what you
need to do to get there. Benefit from ensuring you allow appropriate time and energy to research, establish the pros and
cons, understand how it works and impacts on other areas of the business and how the client will respond before you can be
satisfied with your conclusion. Accept the need to be flexible and live with a level of ambiguity.
Take control over how your business applies new solutions rather than be dictated to by technology you think would be good.
Fully understand the benefits that technology will bring and control how it supports your business. Harness the improved
efficiencies and time saved and enjoy the rewards your diligent approach can bring.
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